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UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO 

BOU~OER.CO~ORAOO 00302 

1006 JILA Bldg. 

Dr. Wal tcr Orr Roberts, Chairman 
American Association for the Advancement 

of Science 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 

Dear Walter: 

5 Scptcrrbcr 1969 

\ 

I ClJll i.;ri~in& to :L~quest that the Board of AAAS consider carefully the plan 
to hold a srmposi UJ:l on Uni den ti ficd Flying Obj cc ts at the annual meeting in Bos ton 
next December, as onnounccd in the preliminary program which appeared in Science 
for 15 August (p. 719). This would be a most inappropriate activity for AA.AS to 
sponsor. I hope that the Board will decide not to have AA.AS engage in it. To 
facilitate the consideration requested I am sending copies of this letter to the 
Board members. 

There were plans to which I was opposed to hold such a symposium at the 1968 
Dallas meeting. I thought when that was called off that the officers of the AA.l.S, 
although thcr said it was being postponed for a ye~r, rcall;· intended to drop the 
whole matter. 

When I saw the announcement in Science for 15 August at first I thought I 
would say nothing. But recently I have hca:rd that members of the .arrangements 
commi ttec have been telling people that I have accepted an invitation to partici

/ pate. Tnis is not true. I have not been as}~ed. I would not accept if asked. I 
will not attend any part of an annual meeting at which such a symposium is part 
of the proceedings. 

The report of the study which I co;1ductcd for the Air Force on this subject 
has been so poorly distributed that some of the Board may not have see.nit. Thcr~
fore I am sending a copy of it to each under SC?nr::ite cover. I am also sending as 

..J an enclosure an article fro:il the Rocky Mountain Nc·.,·s of 25 August, which wi 11 give 
" . .:..---~ you a clear idea of the caliber of persons \-:ho \ .. ·i 11 undoubtedly expect to be 
,-.,,,.- ,,.,,.- principal speakers in the AAAS symposium being planned. Since some h~vc Ph.D. 's 

and professorships, and may even be AAAS mcrr.bcrs, it will be hard to refuse the:n. 

I also enclose a copy of a recent circular letter which NICAP (~~tional 
Investigations Co;:imittce for Aerial Phenomena) has sent out to its t:10i:1!:>crship beg
ging for contributions. This was sent to me b)' a friend. This is t;-ic org~miz3tion 
whose leaders started devoting themselves to attacking our study in the rnost · 
irrational terms long before it was written or released. Let me call attention to 
our recommendation on p. 2 of our report thnt qualified persons who wish to do 
rcscc:rc:~ in this field should be supt">orte<l. I do not kno:·: of any for.:1~1 iJ:~o;>osals 

,.::r thnt any of the great "scicntists 11 who are up in arms about UFO study h~vc made. 
They scream .to high heaven, but they have nothing constructive to offer, apparently. 
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To aid in rour consideration of this general issue, I urge you at lens t to ! ~ 
peruse a \\·oiHlcrful book by Joseph J3strow, originall)' called, 11\-;ish nr:d \Hsdciil," f'.-' ·. 

(Appleton-Century, 1935) availnblc in a reprint under the title of "Errc!r and :.'~~: .. 
Eccentricity in Human Belief'' (Dover, 1962). It is most cntcrt,linin~ ~~rid · 
instn1ctivc. It provides the background needed for a proper consi<lcr~~ion of 
the UFO issue. 11H~ study of UFOs is on a par with the vast par<!dc c,f kooky 
beliefs which have haci their day at various times, even in the fairly recent past. 

So:ne will argue that tJ1c ANS ought to provide a forum for fair and unbiasscd 
discussion of controversial scientific topies. I would agree if such a fair dis
cussion could be arranged. But fron personal knowledge of the UFO buffs, I know 
that it CC'J1 not. 1hcse people in varying degrees insist that \'isi tor5 t!rc co2ing 
to Earth in flying s~uccrs fro~1 other ci 1.rilizations. So:i1e insist t.a~~t this is 
known to our g0vcr1~i7:cnt and that the tn1th is being deliberately held back fro:J 
the public. After careful study I conclude that there is no scientifically valid 
evidence in support of either pro?osi ti on. Notice that I do not say that 110 such 
evidence wi 11 ever be found; sil'i1ply that none is avail ab le now. l~or do I think 
the UFO buffs will ever find it. 

Tne UFO buffs a.re a slippery lot, and do a great deal by "insin:Jcndo, 11 so 
that it is usually useless to try to find out what they really ~re contcndi~g. 
Ser..~ n~v~r hn~l nny criti c;!l faculty, so:nc arc suffering severely frc:-:-. pro~ressi ve 
degen<:r~U<;:i vf \·:h~tc:vcr criticCJ.1 faculty they ever had. 

\·;hcthcr :reputable scientists should behave as they do or Lot, I \-:ill not 
discuss, but most of them are pretty good at recognizing a koo1~y subject, after 
\-:hich they sil:1?lr turn their backs on it, <lccicling not to waste tfr.e r;ivinr; it 
serious co:-isidcration. For this reason alone, :he AA/'5 will not find it possible 
to get \•;el I-informed speakers to cri tici zc tl·.r- fa:1tnsic:s of th!? UFO ci..11 t, nnd 
therefore any ~wog"!"an that is presented \·:ill ?.c: be p1·cpcrly b~lanccd. Hoh' r.:2ny 
of you nTe \·:illing to take tii:1c a·.·:ay fro::: ::-10T~ serious subjec"cs to bcc02.e info:;:~cd 
enough to deal with this subject in a pt~b~.~;.~ foru:J? 

\\11cn the AAJ'\S presents a synposiu:n at ~n o.?:nual rr,ceting, that (~:.:o;.m~s to the 
AA.AS saying to the public, Here is a topic which \·:c 1..hink is o:Z sufi:'icicnt 
import~mcc to warrant serio'Js attcntio:i at a nnjor scic;-,tific i.-1cctint;. Tnc ?ro
gram nnnounccncnt in Science is hcadc<l, "The unique Oiiportunity to b::ing before 
those who seek to understand, those h·ho ur.derstand ciceply. 11 ll~•! Ha~ The UFO 
nonsense is then solemnly listed right along witb. some serious and i:::jiortant to?ics. 
This nwkcs it seem as if the AA/..S considers Ut'Os to be of co011;;'.l:-ci)lc ir:i?Ortan(..c. 
The ignorant will be misled. The intelligent will think the A.A.~ is cra:y. 

Tile M\S has taken a serious and responsible interest in the prcs~nt~t=..c:a 
of science to school children. In the last three years so:ne •W,000 ~c:1aol C:~il<lrcn 
have h'rittcn letters to the: Air Force, \·,'ith the pc11nission if not the OV(;:tt Cilcour

agcmcnt of their teachers, to get material to write ''scienc~ r==-?~rs" on this kooky 
subject. TI1is distracts the d1ildrcn frora the :;roper su:d:,· of sciC>;1cc i;1 ~;:::ool. 
Im Mt.S syrnposituil on UFOs at 13oston wi 11 encourage rather th,.:.:i discourngc this 
dreadful waste of school time. 

As you know, I have not been pleased with the w:iy Science h~ c1calt with our 
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study for the Air Force. In the spring of 1968 they rejcct_cd my requests not to 
indulge in sc~mJal-mongcring when we had so:ne petty personnel troubles on the 
project. This led me to resign from AA/\S. It is interesting and significant 
that Sd en cc has not published a forr.ial book review of this study at nl l. Instead 
now we find the AAAS undertaking to give a platform to the UFO charlnt'1ns, thus 
aiding them in their deceptive and fradulcnt operations. 

I am puzzled by the new devcloprnent of UFO interest in the Alv\S. For nearly 
twcnt)' ye~irs, Science printed essentially nothing on this subject: a correct 
policy. But then it sent a gossip man out to Boulder in 1968 to try to exploit 
our personnel difficulties, it has not revich·ed our report, a.,1.cl now it is planning 
to stage a major t\,·o-day symposium on the subject. \'.11y this foolish behavior? 
Have UFO kooks infiltrated 1515 Massachusetts avenue? 

Include me out. 

Sincerely, 

E. u. Condon 
EUC:kcs 
cc - Board r.;c:ttbcrs w/ copy SSUFO 
Encls. - Rocky Mountain News article, 25 Aug. 

- NI CJ-:? letter 
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American Association 
for the Advancement of Science 

WALTER ORR ROBERTS 

Chairman, Boord of Directors 

Dr. Edward U. Condon 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Dear Ed: 

UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH 

BOULDER, COLORADO 80302 

16 September 1969 

Thanks for your detailed letter of the .)th aoom: L11t: u .... .., -J

positml at Boston. I appreciate your feelings; on the other hand, I 
do sincerely believe that the AAAS should hold the symposium, and 
that it should, in this as in other similar areas, make the most 
earnest possible effort to do just what you have suggested should be 
done: "to provide a fair and unbiased discussion of controversial 
topics. 11 The UFO buffs, to be sure, are stirring up all sorts of 
wild notions, but if we simply ignore them, I fear silence by sci
entists more than I do the kooks. Moreover, the matter had Board 
attention and the decision a year ~go, right or wrong, was postpone
ment until your report was out -- and this has transpired. 

The AAAS Board, for several years and on several occasions, has 
affirmed and reaffirmed the view that scientists should be especially 

~ vocal in areas of great public confusion and controversy, and' when 
~~ t, .., 
~ ~~~1~ questions of scientific fact, policy or ppinion are involved. They 
( 17ai _ '~ have held that we should be willing to serve as a forum, a place where 

I'.(_ ""if..,_ different viewpoints can be expressed and debated openly, even when , ~z~(J..,--~~· unpopular viewpoints are involved. They have held that we should not 
~. - '-t.P. ~even shy away from areas where there is a good deal of crank-ism -
~ ~~~.J _, if science is involved. The UFO issue is in just such an area. 

?;1~~.z;, Moreover, it is my view that the UFO issue, as much as I agree 
~ 4 '.h.. .1 with the Condon Report conclusions, has responsible scientists hold-
s~- ~-;{. , ing different views. I feel, for example, that Hynek and McDonald 

J .J'? are not kook~, but men willing to look objectively at ev:lClen'ce. 'T6 
~ sure, in this field evidence is not clean or hard, and to be sure 

I think they are spending time and emotional energy that would, in 
my view, be better directed ~lsewhere. But they should be heard, and 
the AAAS is a rea~onable forum for a responsible debate for them and 
their views. By all the criteria that AAAS uses, they are entitled 
to a place on the program. If they make fools of themselves, time 
and the slow, inexorable wisdom of the marketplace will sort them out. 
And I feel we should let these slow processes be the controlling. ones. 
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I would like to see you participate, say just what you think 
about the issue, and forcefully emphasize the danger of promoting 
nonsense in schools, and the like. This will, in my view, be of 
greatest value in giving the public a clear and balanced view of 
what really is known. If scientists who disagree with McDonald and 
company, and who have spent time and solid effort studying the UFO, 
don't participate in reasonable forums of debate, the picture pre
sented will, indeed, be a distorted one. 

The AA.AS Committee (Page, Sagan, Phil Morrison and I) have 
honestly wrestled with the problems of making a balanced and in
tellectually sound meeting out of it. The first session, which I 
will chair, contains solid people -- and I sincerely hope they'll 
accept, you included. We have tried very hard to eliminate cranks 
and people whose objectivity is dubious. Here, obviously, there are 
grounds for differences of opinion -- but we have wrestled with the 
matter and believe our choices are wholly defensible. 

No one could have properly said that you had accepted our in
vitation to participate because the final invitation list was only 
completed last week. It was only Friday that I was asked to extend 
to you the official invitation, which I do herewith. I do this, now, 
in: the sine.ere hope that you will accept. Can we get together over 
lunch up here in my office (or somewhere else if more convenient) 
and talk it over? What probably happened is that someone spoke to 
you about our June list of tentative choices for invitations. It was 
our great care to screen the participants that led to delay in actual 
invitations. You will see manv changes between the June "tentative 
list" and the one we have now settled on. But you, obviously, are on 
both lists and all other tentative ones. 

Frankly, Ed, I earnestly hope you will accept, will state your 
views frankly and forcefully -- and will stir up some added interest 
in the Condon Report which deserves far wider attention than it has 
had. It is not going to be a nutty session, I sincerely believe. You 
should enjoy it, and do some~ood for the cause! 

In respect to the need for a good Science review of the UFO Re
port, I fully agree, and several other members of our Board feel simi
larly. It is overdue. I would have expected that one would have ap
peared before now, and am surprised to learn that it has not. I have, 
as a result of your letter, recommended to Abelson that he push this. 
As you know, AAAS policy leaves to Abelson editorial responsibility 
for Science. But Board members do not hesitate to giv.e him suggestions 
and I will follow up on this. I have learned, also, that some other 
Board members, quite independently of your letter, have recommended 
a review. Abelson, of course, is somewhat at the mercy of any dilatory 
tactics on the part of his chosen reviewers, so that things sometime 
take longer than they should. But I do not know whether this is the 
case here" 
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Let's get together for a talk. If we can't agree about your 
participation in the AA.AS sympositun, at least we can enjoy a lunch 
together. I just had a nice letter from Steve Dedijer. 

Cordially, 

Walter Orr Roberts 

P.S. I enclose another letter I had prepared before I got yours of 
the 5th. It gives some added details about the program. 

WOR 



Soptember 81 1969 

Dear valtors 

I havo Just received a copy of Dr. Condon'a letter co you with 

the encloaurea, and I ma in complete agreement vith his cr1t1c1ama of 
. 

the proposed MAS aympoaium .on UFO tentatively (I hope) planned for 

oui- Chriatmaa meatinga. Ho baa expressed my viewa of this matter very : 

well indeed. We can only do harm by supporting tbeao cbarletana and 

delutcd people by the preatige of the AAAS in support of such a aympoaim. 

At th~ cf.me of the dtacuas1on of 4 UFO a,mpoaium for the Dallas meotin&a, 

l expressed my opposition and was relieved that the matter.appeared to 

be dropped. I was shocked vben l dtacovercd ita inclusion oo the tentative 
··" 

program of tho Boston moetinp. l feel as badly aa I would if we waro 

planning a s,mpoaium on aatrolo$)' in which w took tbe claima of astrologe~a 

at their face value and invited aatrooomera to arguo with them. ID. 

juatif7ing a UFO symposium in terms of numbora of be11ovora and iotercstod 

persona ia like arguing· the mu it 0£ claim.a uf aatrologara becauae thcro 

aro 10,000 of them in tbe u.s. to only 1,000 aatronomara! l agree with 

Condon that ealf-re.apecting acientiata abould not dipify a meeting of 
• 

thia kind by parc1c1pat1na• 

,,. 

11 
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Dr. Thornton Page 
18639 Point Lookout Drive 
Houiton, Texa5 77058 

Dear Dr. Page: 

UNIVERSITY OF COL.ORAOO 

BOUL.CER,COLORADO 80302 

19 September 1969 

Your 15 September letter carne yesterday morning. rn·1:1te afternoon Walter. 
Roberts came over to give me a copy of the tentative prograrn of the proposed Boston 
AAAS UFO symposium, and to invite me to take part in it. We talked about the whole 
situation for more than an hour. 

I had not heard of the distribution of the tentative program in June, nor do I 
object to.my name's having been on that as to be inv:ited. I have been told, however, 
that committee members have told people I had agreed to participate, and if that is 
true, I do object because I have not, and will not. 

I wish I had known in June that plans were going forward so that I could have 
started opposition sooner. I think the whole idea is a bad one that, if carried 
through, could hann the AAAS. I still hope it may be possible for the Board to call 

. the whole thing off, despite the two. preliminary announcements that have already 
appeared in Science. I arn.sending copies of this letter to most of the invitees. 
Each individual has to make his own decision, but I would not want anyone to accept 
under the impression that I favor th.is thing. 

You do not comment on the points made in my 5 September letter to Walter Roberts. 
I will simply say again that this subject, ignored correctly by AAAS for two decades, 
does not warrant being given such serious attention now, and that the press coverage 
is sure to emphasize the sensational and the irresponsible. Walter tells me that 
AAAS has already had symposia on ESP, astrology and Velikowsky. I did not know this. 
I think that was wrong. In no sense do past errors justify making another one in 
respect to UFOs. 

In the course of our ~onv.ersation, Walter said that he personally wishes the 
idea for UFOs in Boston could have been.dropped. ·But he feels that he must go ahead ·Jl..: 
With it because of a "moral commitment" to Sagan and yourself who want it so badly. 
In insisting on holding this affair, I think you and Sagan·are doing a great dis
service to AAAS. 

From previous correspondence, I think it is almost certain that neither Donald. 
Menze-! nor Col. Quintanilla will ·accept. There may be a delay in hearing from 
Menzel as he is in Europe. 

I enclose copies of letters from Hudson Hoagland, a AAAS board member, and from 
Donald Shane, in response to my S September letter, which indicate that I am not 
alone on this matter. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
E. u. Condon~ · 

lf:. 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ~DMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058 

IN REPLY REFER TO: Thornton Page, 18639 Point Lookout Drive, Houston, Texas 77058 
. :i. 

Dr •. 
____ ,,,,. 23 Sept 1969 

'• . 
Dr. Condon, who was invited to speak at the AAAS General Symposium on UFO•s 

26-27 Dec 1969 in Boston, has circulated to "most of the invitbec-" and to all of 
the AAAS Board Members, three letters opposing the Symposium because it will 
"harm the AAAS". I can understand that Dr. Condon has strong feelings about 
this subject, but he should recognize that my motives in proposing the 9-hour 
UFO Symposium at the AAAS Meeting were similar to his motives in undertaking a 
year-long UFO Study that did no harm to his university. 

My Committee, appointe~ by the AAAS Board in November, 1968, has no ititention 
of highlighting the "sensational material~ feared by C. D. Shane in his letter of 
12 Sept circulated by Condon~ In fact, the proposed program covers much the same 
material included in·condon•s "Scientific Study of UF0 1s 11 • Our wanting to hold 
the AAAS Symposium derives in part from the facts presented in the Condon Report: 
·(1).A large fraction of the US public (including scientists) is poorly informed 
on the UFO problem, (2) There is often an emotional reaction to press coverage of 
UFO reports, and (3) Most, but not all, of the UFO sightings can be explained in 
terms of well understood physical phenomena. 

I personally feel that emotional reactions of scientists, though psicholog
ically explicable, themselves do a great disservice to science and the AAAS. 
Our attempt to discuss UFO reports rationally at a symposium among astronomers, 
physicists, engineers, and psychologists will scarcely "support the charletans 
and diluted people" as feared by Hudson Hoagland ~ his letter of 8 Sept. The 
Committee members hold independent and varied opinions, but we are all certain 
that none of us has been "taken in" by a medium or any other extremist. 

The Committee felt ~hat Dr. Condon should be invited to speak, in view' of 
his thorough knowledge based on a lengthy study'J. we regret that he has declined. 
We have obtained other speakers to give a balanced summary of the Condon Report, 
and we hope to demonstrate that scientists can discuss a controversial topic 
without losing their sense of perspective (or sense of humor1) •. In my opinion 
this is an educational effort of considerable importance, and worthy ot the AAAS. 
I hope you agree -- and will help us achieve our goal. 

cc: Walter Orr Roberts . 
(and AAAS Board Members) 

Philip Morrison 
Carl Sagan · 

Sincerel7, 
. ~ 

'/7..~.,_. J"""" I~"'" 
Thornton Page 

r1. __ : __ ~~ ~..:...~- . . -~· . . "': ...... 

~· . 

. . 



AIR MAIL 

Dr. Dnel Wolfle 
MAS 
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20005 

Dear Dael: 

5 September 1968 

I think that we have a deferment-of-crisis in the making for the 
UFO symposium in De9ember. I have been in touch exjrensively wi.th Page 
nnd with Sagan, in the last few days. 

Also I talked with Walter Berl when he was here last Sunday, and 
we cooked up a bit of an idea of a way to proceed. 

What now seems likely, if you and the Board (or Executive C01n
mittee) will go along with it, is the following. 

We here and now establish as a firm plan for the Christmas 1969 
meeting of the AAAS a general AAAS symposium (as distinguished from 
a section symposium) on the subject of the UFOs. We then plan at the 
next Board meeting to approve the constitution of a symposium com
mittee including Sagan and Page, with Page as chairman, and perhaps 
including Philip Morrison and possibly someone else (poss:f.bly even 
myself) who.is not committed on either side of the issue. This com
mittee could then plan the symposium to consider not only the issues 
already planned in the Page-Sagan symposium that we had planned for 
this coming Christmas, but also perhaps could consider some of the 
wider implications ·- as for example the responses of scientists and 
laymen to discussion of the UFO issue. 

The postponement of the symposium makes some sense because we can 
be certain, by postponing it, that we have the Condon report as one 
point of departure. At the coming Clristmas meeting this is an un
certainty. And it seems more than likely that we will be able to get 
the participation of Condon, or perhaps of someone like Menzel or 
Markovitz if this has taken place. Certai.nly the AA.AS will be in a 
stronger position to defend the timeliness of such a discussion, if 
the Condon report has been out, and there has been time for people to 
read it and discuss it. Moreover the passions aroused by the article 
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Dr. Dael Wolfle 
Page Two 

5 September 1968 

in ~ and by the article in Science will be somewhat tempered, I 
suspect, by a year from now. 

If you concur with this as a wise tactical move, I think it im· 
port&nt for us to move quickly and firmly. Sagan will, I suspect, be 
very reluctant to postpone the symposium if he is presented with an 
"ultimatum" by the Menzel-Markowitz axis. So I would urge you and 
me and Walter Berl to make a firm commitment to a 1969 symposium, 
if that is within our powers -- and if it is not, I would urge us 
to take an action via Executive Committee, rather than waiting for 
the next meeting of our full Board. 

I promised Sagan to phone you Monday to talk about this. And 
I also want to tell you about the conclusion of my discussions today 
with John Mason, and.my discussions with the British Association. 
I have already told Walter Berl the general outlines, and I think 
we are now ready to issue specific invitations, and to go ahead with 
what will be a very manageable, and I predict very exciting conference 
of considerably more manageable proportions than the 75 that we had 
originally planned for. ·"\;:-

Hope your vacation was a good one! Best personal wishes • 

cc: Walter. Ber 1 

bee: Bentley Glass 
Don Price 

WOR/ngw 

i ~ 
I (,/ '1 -\. /·JI_, 

S iucerely yours , 

Walter Orr Roberts 
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American Association 
/or the Advancement of St:ience 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 [Area Code 202) Coble Address: Advoncesci, Washington, D. C. 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
University Corporation for 

Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado, 80302 

Dear Walter: 

September 12, 1968 

When I returned from the Gordon Research Conferences trustees meeting 
on the morning of September 11, the copy of your proposed letter to Thorn
ton Page and Carl Sagan was waiting for me. I phoned your office to say 
that it was all right and should be mailed. 

Later in the day Carl Sagan phoned to read me a draft of the letter 
he proposed to send to the people who had agreed to take part in the sym
posium. I read him your letter, which of course he had not yet received. 
We agreed on a couple of minor changes in his draft, and I then approved 
it. 

It happens that on the same day, September 11, Dr. Abelson received 
from Donald Menzel a letter submitted for publication in Science in which 
Drs. Donald Menzel and William Markowitz are quite critical of the pro
posed UFO symposium. You are on the distribution list and by now, I am 
sure, have a copy. In view of the request to withdraw and defer the sym
posium, I told Dr. Abelson of the action that had been taken. I expect he 
will reply to Dr. Menzel with a statement that there seems now to be no 
point in the publication of the Menzel-Markowitz letter. 

Sincerely, 

Dael Wolfle 

DW:chb 

DALLAS MEETING • DECEMBER 26-31, 1968 
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UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TU CS 0 N, A R I Z 0 N A 85721 

LUNAR AND PLANETARY LABO RA TORY 

Dr. ?rank Bradshaw Wood, Secretary 
Sect~o~ D - Astronomy 

August 13 , 1968 

P.:nerican Association for the Advancement of Science 
c/o Department of Physics and Astronomy 
University of Florida 
Gainasville, Florida 32601 

Dec:~r Brad: 

I share the grave concern over the proposed symposium on UF0 1s at 
Da.llas on the grounds that I think it will be extremely difficult, though 
perhaps not inpossible, to arrange a presentation that would be a credit 
to a responsible scientific organization. It seems to me that the timing 
is not the best--presu~ably shortly preceding the public release of the 
~i~al report of Condo~•s group at Boulder. The place ~ay not be the best-
D~llas, at least in some people's view. being populated by an inordinate 
proportion of extremists and the lunatic fringe. Public interest in a 
sy::~pos~u.m on this subject would run high, and the quality of reporting for 
the mass media would be most important. Who would participate? What 
are their credentials? What form would the presentation take--symposium, 
forum, or other? How would questions and discussion be handled? Who would 
preside? 

We have on our faculty here, in the Departrr.ent of Atmospheric Physics, 
0~3 of 0he most vocal of the supposedly responsible members of the 
(:;X:.::c.te~restrial-surveillance UFO camp, Dr. James E. McDonald. I have 
hec.:.:=-d :.rc~onald speak before a number of groups and read so ma.'1y of his 
~;:.--css releases in the newspapers that I am tired of them. Fro:-n what I 
h.:.:.ve seen and heard. >kDonald is entirely too uncritical regarding 
Si.il.-;jective reports by supposedly responsible observers, who, in my own 
personal experience, can be honestly mistaken. He tends to dismiss 
r:e.~~ative evidence and to ignore proof that some of the points he likes 
are fc.llaceous or irrelevant. He is entirely too concerned with publicity 
a~c Co~gressional hearings and too little concerned with objective evalua
tion of whatever evidence there may be. /Ire we to provide a platform for 
Elore of' the same? 

·1 

Tucson is also the headquarters of the APRO group lead by the Lorenzens, 
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wr.o appear to r.iake their ~iving turning out literature on the subject of 
UF0 1 s. It is obviously to their advantage, also, to keep things stirred up. 

Dr. William Hartmann, member of our faculty group in the Lunar and 
Pla~etary Laboratory, has been a collaborator in the Condon study. I 
have: talked· informally with hi;n on a number of occasions and have been 
inta~ested to hear him deflate so~e of McDonald's most impressive cases 
on the basis of objective measurements--sun angles, tracking data, positions 
of Vanus, and the like. He admits that there is some remainder for which 
a sat-isfactory explanation has not been found, but he has expressed the 
opi~ion that the proportion is not large enough·to justify the massive 
at ta.c~ that McDonald seeks. 

Thare does seem to be a deficiency in co::n.~unicatiori between the 
various groups involved in investigation of UFO's, but I get the impression 
that the cause is that too many axes are being ground to bother with 
objectivity. The degree of emotional involvement is extremely high. 

If a presentation could be kept on a high plane, a very useful 
purpose could be served in laying to rest some of the distortions and 
misconceptions. But I should be amazed if the proceedings could be so 
kept under control as to walk the thin line between charges of 11rigging11 

and something that we would wish to be associated with. 

I do not think that the unwillingness of Drs. Menzel and Markowitz 
to participate is irremedial, though obviously they would have much to 
contribute toward a balanced presentation. It seems to me that the potential 
difficulties go much deeper. 

On the basis of the information in your letter, combined with what I 
know through contacts here, I strongly urge that the Section committee 
go on record as opposed to the symposium on UF0 1 s at the Dallas meeting. 

cc: Dr. Dael Wolfle 
Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
Dr. Dorrit Hoffleit 
Dr. Gibson Reaves 
Dr. George 0. Abell 
Dr. Paul Herget ., 
Dr. Carleton B. Moore 
Dr. Charlotte M. Sitterly 
Mr. Tomas S. Vanasek 

Sincerely yours, 

Elizabeth Roemer 
Committeeman-at-Large 
Section D 

Dr. Donald H. Menzel 
Dr. William Markowitz 
Dr. Thornton L-. Page 
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A situation has. arisen~ in connection with the program for 
the December, 1968, meetings which is Yli thout precedence in my 
experience. It seems advisable to br~ng it to the attention of 
the Section Committee for adVice and coJilUent. 

·! ') 

... '%a 

Th~ questions concerns one of the scheduled symposia. ~his 
is a discussion of the nature and 1.rnplicati_,ns of UFO .reports. 
the suggestion of such a to9ic came from Dr. ~hornton Page 
who was elected Section D C11airman for 1968 by vote of the 
section Committee. Dr. Page had or$ani.zed the symposiWll so far 
as it exists to date with ai\i of Dr. Carl Sagan. 

The idea for such a symposiwn was presented to the other 
section officers when we met in Washington to plan the 1968 
meetings. The idea was not well. received; no other section· was 
vrilling to collaborate; the matter was for the t.iJlle being 
dropped. However, Dr. .Page, as Chairman, raised the matt.er again, 
and after learning from the national officers that each seotion 
was responsible for its own programs, a day was alloted tor such 
a symposiwn; subsequ~ntly this was extended to a day and a half. 

Recently, two of. the invite~ speakers - urs. William 
Markowit!l and Donald ;.wlenzel - have not only refused to parti~pate 
but have advised very strongly against holdiD& this S1JllPOaiWI~ · 
Their arguments in part are that some of the prinqipal 1nv.1teci 
speakers are not ~esponeible seientiats, have published o~ in 
"popular" unrefereed magaZinea - 1.e. not in all'¥ responsible 
scientific journal. - and that to ~ponsor th.1.s symposium wouJ.d be 
cqUivalent to sponsoring one on astrology in w.hioh astrologers 
were asked to partic:1pate. Further argwnents are advanced but l 
believe this summarizes correctly the essence of their letters. 
However, ·I believe that either would communicate to our committee 
in greater detail it we desire. 

on the other hand, ur. Aalter Orr Roberts, the 01117 
astronomer on ~he Board of Uirect..Jrs of the A.AAS, feels that 
the. symposiwn is properly organized - or Will be it all inn·tees 
accept - and adds that people who are responsible and respected 
:uembers of the scientific comaunity have urged holding such a 
session. An added consideration is the Wisdom of asking the ~ 
l.X>ard lll effect to censor the ~rogram of a section. His present 
judgment is that, if such a request were made, the board wouJ.d not 
intervene in the absence of any action by the section Committee. 

We .have vari0us alternatives. 

( 1 ). We can take no action whatever. This woulct almo•t 
certainly mean that the symposiUim would be hel49 pzaobablJ witholl~ 
the presence ot Dre, MarkoWitz and Menzel who would tend to give 
it balance. Whether they can be replaced by ••hers of li.ke views 
and equal competence, I do not know. · 

(Z) We can in.form the Board that ~he Section Oo.mmittee does 
not approve of this symposiwn and urge that it be cancelled or 
drastically a1tered. If approved by unan1mous or nearly unan1mous 
action, this should carry heavy wei.ght. In my 1'1ew1 it would be 
unfair to do this vr.L thout 1ett1ng Dr • .Page (who 1 ot ool1rse, Will 
receive a copy of this letter) express arguments to the contraf7. 
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(3). we can, as a Seo~on Oomm1ttee. endorao the program and 
urge all inntees ~ attend. 'ht.a, I thiDk, should not l»e done 
without hearing mol'e ~ from Dre. Markowitz and Menzel. 

· (4). We can .. have the first eeotion moeti~ in bistor.r. the 
AAAB oould proba~ cover travel ·costs. l think th1s inadVisa'ble 
unloss. at least two-thirds ot the seoti.on members can and id.ll 
attend. 

Other alternatives may occur to 7ou. I am wrJ.tins l>rs. 
Mazikowitz and Menzel that I am consulting the section, so that 
t~ may commWlic&te Vii.th ;you it the7 Wish. It may be pertinent 
to add that, it held, the J.lapere Vd.ll almost certainly be pub.U.Ehecl 
as a book. 

~bis :Ls obV1.oueJ..y a delicate matter and while there is cei-\~ 
~ no objection to discussl.ng it n'h resgona1ble colleagues l lppe 
that otherw.t.se it v4ll. be treatecl as a prJ.. vate comm1U11ca'10A. 

CCI :: :i~e!0~!!e l?obel'ts V-

(llote address atta Aus 24, 1968) 

SLno~ ~ova, 

hank Bradshaw Wood 
Se~eta17, Section D 

% Department of Pbl's1os and AsVoDOD11' 
University ot Fl.or.Lda 
Gainesville, Flor.lda '2601 
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American Association 
for ihe Advancement of Science 

DON K. PRICE, Chairman, Board of Directors John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
National Center for Atmospheric 
Boulder, Colorado 

Dear Walt: 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

August 1, 1968 

It was good to get a glimpse of you the other evening at the 
Cosmos Club since it prepared me for the phone call I got from Don Menzel 
yesterday. I tried to phone you today but gathered you were away from 
Boulder. 

Menzel made to me the points he had already made to you. I told 
him that I was in agreement with the points which you had made to him in 
your letter of July 23. I told him that I distinguished carefully between 
my layman's opinion that the UFO's were all nonsense, and on the other hand 
the problem of making judgments within a scientific association, where the 
specialized sections were given a great deal of autonomy, and properly so. 

His main worry is that in any session such as the proposed one it 
will be the cranks who will grab all the headlines. I told him that that 
would undoubtedly be true as far as the popular press was concerned, but the 
popular. press would write substantially the same stories anyhow, and if 
opinion could be influenced within a scientific meeting it will have in the 
long run powerful effects indirectly on the leaders of opinion. 

I sai.d to him that the one cardinal point that I kept in mind was 
that it would not hurt the scientific community or AAAS to have it said that 
we listened to some scientific crank, but it would be extremely damaging to 
have stories all over the country that we had undertaken to play the role of 
censor. (I did not mention the old Velikovsky business, but I think Don got 
my point.) 

I said to Don that I could not blame any individual for preferring 
not to take part in a public scrap, but that I certainly hoped that someone 
of his point of view would feel an obligation to stand up in public and say 

./~. 
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Dr. Walter Orr Roberts August 1, 1968 

what needed to be said. I think Don feels some considerable personal 
responsibiljty in this direction and my hunch is that in the end he will 
accept. 

But he is prepared to urge that the planned sessions be cut down 
from a day and a half to a single day, and he thinks it would be better to 
leave out such matters (which he considers irrelevant) as interstellar 
travel, interstellar communication, and the possibilities of life in outer 
space. He reiterated his reconunendation that Brian O'Brien (formerly of 
the American Optical Company) be put on the program. 

Menzel is leaving Cambridge this afternoon for Colorado where he 
will be seeing Ed Condon, and may be in touch with you as well. I think he 
gets to Boulder early next week, if at all. 

At this point I feel that I have exhausted my expertise with 
respect to the little green·men and other extraterrestrial phenomena, and 
am happy to leave the issue entirely in the hands of the President and the 
Executive Officer. 

DKP:B 
cc:l)W 

Yours ever, 

Ck-~ 
Don K. Price 
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American Association 
for the Advancement of S~ience 
DON K. PRICE, President 

Dr. Bdward U. Condon 
761 Cascade Avenue 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Dear Id: 

John F. Kennedy School of Government 
Harvard University 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

August 1, 1968 

I am sorry to receive the copy of your letter to 
walter Roberts and sorry too for the unhappy circumstances 
that provoked it. 

llbile I am aura that if tbe incident had developed 
a year ago I would have felt coaatraiaed to act just as Walt 
did, this does not lessen my resret. 

I hope that the aucceeaful completion of your study 
will bring the preaea& cllff:lcult circumatancea. to an end and 
that after the passage of a bit more time you ._ even be 
vill~N t.o consider rajolnf.ns the fold. 

Vitb all good vishea, 

DKPiB 
bee: Dr. Roberts 

Dr. Wolfle 

Youre slncerely, 

'lr~ 
Doll x. Price 

. ' 



Dr. E. U. Co~don 
761 c~1cad2 ~vcncc 
Boulden:, Col,:.r~i.do~ 80302 

Dear Ed: 

July 31, 1968 

Earlier I wired you ~m invi.~ntion to Ci:>rr~ct ·~my c1~rors 1.n 
the ~"'1..££ a;.ticl·~ on the Un:lvard.ty of Colo·tado UFO r-roject. 

i'om.· lettcl: alr.o fH1id you wa.nted to resign fro;o NLA.S. If 
tlrnt is n firm decision, of cou.i:se we will honor it. But I hope 
yott '\.rill r.:-:consl.diz:r. W~l tc1- Roberts h~s told t~ thnt he has also 
writti~n you to s~.y he wculd dincl13S th~ matter with other mc:nbcrs 
of the Bo::".rcL Mt.y w·~ continu·~ to consider you n m~:r~her for a 
while J.on.;,3Cl .. ? 

Sincarely, 

Deel Wolfle 

DW:chb 

,... 



American Association 
for the Advancement of Science 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202) Cable Address: Advancesci, Washington, D. C. 

July 30, 1968 

AAAS Board of Directors: 

You have all received copies of a letter of resignation from E. U. 
Condon addressed to Walter Roberts. This is a sad end to a sad story. 

Following the appearance in Look magazine in May of an article 
describing some of the difficulties-ind strife of the UFO project which 
Dr. Condon directs, Dan Greenberg reported that Dr. Condon discussed 
with him the possibility of an article in Science. The S.cience report
ers did not want to be used to write a slanted story to counteract the 
bias of the Look article and declined to give Dr. Condon the privilege 
of seeing in advance what would be written. It is standard practice 
here and elsewhere to talk to people who can express a variety of points 
of view concerning an article under preparation, but not to submit the 
article to any of the principals about whom it is written. 

From then on, things moved to a climax with everybody standing on 
principle, each principle being quite defensible and the total result 
being quite wrong. 

Dr. Condon declined to talk with Mr. Boffey, who wrote the Science 
article, or, I understand, with other news representatives. He wrote 
and talked to Walter Roberts, trying to have the article (which he had 
not seen) withdrawn, and threatening legal action if we quoted from the 
controversial memorandum that is referred to in the Science article·. 

The news staff wanted to write the story, and, I think, were rein
forced in that desire by Dr. Condon's efforts to have it killed. Dr. 
Abelson and I both thought the story should not be written, but did not 
wish to censor the staff. Dr. Abelson would have countermanded the 
article if the content had justified that action. But so far as we can 
tell, the account is accurate. Walter Roberts, who read the draft, 
agrees. Dr. Abelson did not want to set the precedent of killing an 
accurate and, in the judgment of the news staff, timely story because 
the subject of the article objected to having anything published. I 
agreed. 

Nevertheless, he would have killed the story if Walter Roberts or 
I had insisted. Neither of us felt we should. We have long followed 
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the policy of trusting the judgment of the editor. The Board has 
explicitly stated that it should not tell him what to publish or not 
to publish. 

Because Dr. Condon threatened legal action, I had the draft of the 
article reviewed by our legal counsel, and on his advice we made some 
changes in the copy before publication. 

I have wired Dr. Condon in response to his letter of resignation 
to say that we would like to publish a specific account and refutation 
of the errors his letter says the article contained. 

Neither Dr. Abelson nor I think the article worth the trouble it 
caused, and we would have preferred to postpone any account until the 
report of the UFO project comes out later this fall. But while I did 
not like to publish the article, I liked even less to prevent its pub
lication. 

Sincerely, 

DW:chb 
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American Association 
for the Advancement of Science 

. . 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387.7171 (Area Code 202) Coble Address: Advancesci, Washington, D. C. 

Dr. Frank Bradshaw Wood 
Attean Lake Camps 
Jaelcman, Maine, 04945 

Deu Brad: 

July 26, 1968 

In your enviably remote location, I hope you are having a wonder
fully fine time. I feel apologetic for intrUding. but there has been 
so web flak over ThoncOD. Page's uro symposium that I thought you 
ahou14 be informed. 

Seyeral letters have come here from Markowitz and Mensel blasting 
the pYegram. Menzel bas talked to Walto Roberta at length, has said 
that be and several others would boyoott the symposium unless it was 
reorgaahed as they thought i't should be, aud 1 - finally, has asked 
Walt to have the Board of Directors eauael tbe tlhole s~poa1um. I 
enoloee copies of _some of the correspondence. 

I think tlODe of ua here at the AAA& off :lce bad much eutbua1asm 
for the symposium when Page f:lra& popoaed :1.t. On the other hand, 
I agree with Walter Roberta that we do not want to stare on the censor
ship route. 

Sometime when you ge.t near a telephone, you may w•nt to phone walt 
Roberta in Boulder, Colorado. Hie number is (303) 444-SlSl. He would 
be glad to talk with you. 

Nov go back to enjoying the lake. In a few days I am heading for 
an equally remote and inacceasible·lake in the State of Washington. 

SiDGerely • 

Dael Wolf le 

DW:jot 
Enclosure ~ 

ce: Dr. Walter Roberts v/ 



Amer£can Ass9c£at£on .]/// 

for the Advancement of Science 
1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202) Cable Address: Advancesci, Washington, 0. C. 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
National Center for 

Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado, 80302 

Dear Walt: 

July 25, 1968 

This morning's mail brought several things from you. I'll answer 
them all. 

Thank you for the check and membership information for David Werts. 
We will take care of the rest of the details. 

The UFO article is now in print. I also sent Ed Condon a letter, 
of which a copy went to you. I hope he breathes a big sigh ·of relief 
when he actually sees the article, for I think he has been fearing some
thing we had never planned to do. 

Thank you also for the correspondence with Bill Golden about his 
discussion with Al Friendly. I am passing it on to Walter Berl. 

I agree with Loren Eiseley that the people who spend a great deal II 
of time in helping to produce the shows for NBC should be properly com- · 
pens~ted. I am not sure AAAS should be paid by NBC. Perhaps we will 
want to talk of this again. 

We must in any event keep our fingers crossed about the NBC arrange
ment. The letter I recently sent to you and the other members of the 
connnittee, asking for advice about the programs NBC is· now planning for 
the next two years, indicates that the advice we sent following our last 
committee meeting did not appear to have much influence. 

At Dundee you will need a dinner jacket for the Council dinner, 
the dinner on the final evening, at which you will respond to the toast 
to overseas guests. During the course of the preceding week, there may 
or may not be another occasion when you will want a dinner jacket. On 
the opening night, when the whole meeting is started off ceremoniously 
and the president gives his address, the invitations call for full dress, 
academic robes, and medals. There is no need to bother with tails, how
ever. Dinner jacket and black tie are quite acceptable. Whether you 
take academic robes will depend on your wishes and your baggage weight. 
I have been able to squeeze them in on my trips to BA meetings. 
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The Council dinner· on the concluding evening is a very pleasant 
affair for officers, past officers, local dignitaries, and overseas 
guests. After the opening toast to the Queen, and perhaps a couple of 
other formal toasts, all of which will be very brief, there will be a 
somewhat.longer (perhaps five or ten minutes) toast to the overseas 
guests given by one of the British officers. The reply can be either 
serious or humorous, or preferably both. I would think it particularly 
appropriate in your case to say something about the meeting the two 
organizations will be holding in Boulder next April. But you will be 
speaking not only for the few Americans but for all of the overseas 
visitors, and there will probably be formal representatives of the 
associations for the advancement of science from France, South Africa, 
India, Pakistan, Ceylon, and perhaps other places. So the reply should 
not be strictly on a U.K.-U.S. line. Nor need it all be serious. It 
is the final evening; most of the work and worries are over; there will 
have been lots of opportunity to hear lectures on the previeus days and 
evenings. So brevity would be appreciated, and so would be a good, apt 
story. 

The other social events will be largely at your option. There are 
likely to be several garden parties. Ordinary business clothes are worn 
on those occasions. There may be a reception by the city. The invita
tion will tell you what dress is appropriate, or one of the officers of 
the BA can give advice; it may be academic robes or it may be dinner 
jacket. On the opening day, there is likely to be a reception and 
sherry party for the overseas guests. That is a good opportunity to 
see them all together. 

As for overseas transportation, I would like to say first class, 
but to be consistent I have to say tourist. 

There are no scientific sessions on Saturday and Sunday of the meet
ing week, but there are always a variety of excursions (and there are 
also.shorter excursions on other days) which will give you an oppor
tunity to see surrounding parts of the country. 

BA meetings are more relaxed, sociable affairs than ours. Have 
fun. 

Sincerely, 

Dael Wolfle 

DW: chb 
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Anierican Associatio1l 
/or the Advancentfnl of Science 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 337-7171 (Area Code 202) Cl:blc Address: Advancesci, Washington, D. C. 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado, 80302 

Dear Walt: 

July 25, 1968 

I have not been able to reach Brad Wood. He is in Maine, at some 
distance from a telephone, and hard to reach. In the meantime, however, 
I have learned from Walter Berl that Thornton Page has been in Boulder 
and intended to have a talk with you. Consequently, I have done nothing 
to follow up on our discussion of Tuesday about whether we should try to 
alter or call off Thornton Page's symposium, except to learn that Berl 
would be quite reluctant now to tell Page that it had to be killed. How
ever, I have suggested that Berl talk with you. 

On a quite different matter, Dr. Berl brought back from Europe greet
ings from Norman Wright, the secretary of the British Association, and an 
expression of the uncertainty in the BA office as to whether our joint 
meeting was intended to focus on the year 2000 (or thereabouts) in the 
general sense of trying to analyze what conditions we might have at that 
time, or in the more narrow sense was to consist of people actively 
involved in the management and policy planning of the BA, the AAAS, and 
perhaps some other associations for the advancement of science, with the 
discussion emphasis on our own associational programs rather than on con
ditions of the world at large. 

I answered that I thought it appropriate for some of the introduc
tory talks to be of the year 2000 variety, but that the discussion, the 
questions to be considered in the meeting, and the report--if we prepare 
one--should be focused on association responsibilities and activities. 
I have not said this to Dame Kathleen or Sir Norman, but I thought you 
would want to know that they are puzzling over the question. 

Sincerely, 

Dael Wolfle 



American Association 
for the Advancement of Science 
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1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202) Cable Address: Advancesci, Washington, D. C. 

Dr. E. u. Condon 
1006 JILA Building 
university of Colorado 
Boulder, Colorado, 80302 

Dear Eds 

July 23, 1968 

I am sad and distressed that we should have gotten into so much 
disagreement over the decision of the Sele!$! staff to publish an 
artiele on t.be Unive¥sity of Colorado WO projec;t. But JOU are an 
important puhU.e figure 1 the topic ls of vic1e interest a aacl ·the News 
and Coment staff membeTS feel that the time la approprf.ate for a 
news report. Whether I apee or not le 1cge11 1nelevant if the 
story itself appears to be carefully and objectively done, for I 
think you know that it has not been om polS.C, to tell the news staff 
memtiers what they must or must not write about. 

The sto%J will appear in this week's issue, the one dated July 26. 
I have read it carefully. It is not an. attack against the University 
of Colorado. When you see it· I hope you will find it not nearly so 
bad as you have feared. 

Sincerely, 

Df.e.) 
Dael Wolfie 

DWschb 

cc: Dr. Walter on Roberts 
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Night Letter 
20 July 1968 
6:15 p.m. 

Dr. Dael Wolfle 
AAAS 

I 
i 

1515 Massachusetts Avenue 
Washington, D. C. 

CONDON THREATENS LEGAL ACTION AGAINST AAAS OVER ALLEGEDLY STOLEN 

ALLEGEDLY COPYRIGTED FILE MATERIAL IF SCIENCE ARTICLE APPEARS 

WITH QUOTES FROM MEMO. LETTER FOLLOWS. 

Charged to home number 
Bill AAAS • 

Walter Roberts 
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· Arnerican .1lsJvcjc1~tio:i 
for the Advancernent of Science 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202) Cable Address: Advancesci, Washington, 0. C. 

June 18, 1968 

Dro Thornton Lo Page 
319 Washington Terrace 
Middletown, Connecticut 06457 

Dear Dro Page: 

I am replying to your letter of 
that the symposium on Unidentified Flying 
require more than two half-day sessionso 
for 9 hours, at current reckoningo 

14 June where you indicated 
Objects (et alo) may now 
Indeed, you estimate a need 

There are two drawbacks to an evening sessiono The more 
formal one is that it would run at the same time as the AAAS-wide 
address of the Retiring President (Don K. Price) and with the re
ception for AAAS members and guests; the more practical is that the 
day sessions give you no more than six hours of usable timeo It is 
almost impossible to pick up another three hours in the evening. 
However, if there is need for substantially more time, a half-day 
session can be added without great difficulty, either on the pre
ceedi~g day (December 27) or the following one (December 29)o 

It would appear that the main pieces are beginning to fit 
togethero I still hope that the Condon Report will provide a useful 
structural underpinning and that it (and Condon) will be available. 

WGB:mlc 
cc: FSWood 

WORoberts 

I \ \ . l 
With sincerest regards,a.uJ. :u"' lAA\w...-, 

(A \G~__Q 
w':1G~erl, Editor 
AAAS Annual Meeting 
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OEPARTME~T OF ASTRONOMY 

VAN VLECK OBSERVATORY 14 Jur~e 19oS 

l· . .'r. .iJ" ·,;. Thornl'1ill 
i\A/'·,}J ~ ~c-Jti11.:; 1-~anagGr 
1515 :·~asso li:n;;. r~.,-~·Jo 
;.}"I, . .,) •. i y-,N+ o·J.""I -;-·\ c ')·-:f\('1 '' 
'~1..4>.J.,.,_.~..;,'-' ., :.Je 0 wV'4i!~U 

Dear l·x o 'Ihornhill: 

Dor:ald l··~enzcl ( Harvurl '-1.atror~o::·.cr) has t·~ittei1 .mo a lone letter 
\·.rith Dil.!;.y su[;gastions about tl'lo :Jyr,ir:oniun on Unidentified Flyin.:3 
Objcct3 on 2:.:; Deco i~1 Dalla.so He favo:'s the objectives and i·:ould 

.. lil~e to contribute a talk on t:-ro subjects: Russian ac~ivities, 
... ~ri t1·1~ ""~.,..1· e 1·y of n·:o .. u-·~1 '.: ... ·~·.1 ·1···-,t.;. -,·· 1 ~ o.P 'i~:O ... -«:!J.. ,~h:tin~s 14.:'\ «4-'•""' - t:: w ~.... "' • •v 4 "'-- ~ ......... -~:l• ............ ~.,.-~,.toJ ..... - .... ..u... .• -t01 :.::,-• ·- !..;, o '~ 

recognizes that the L~y:~f'o3Tuffi ·-ached.ulc is already crowded, and 
sur;zcnts an ev~.lnin:-; scn.siorio It is l~Y opinion that th~re will be 
consitlorable interest in the Ll~O S)~~rosium, and that an evenir...s 
session would attract a lar0e a~uiencc. 

Could you lat me k:no';·J" u:-i.othcr su~h. a session can be scheduled 
on the evening o:f 28 Deco in t:~e sans laree hall used for the niorn
inc; and af-cernoon sessions ot the :Jli'Q Sy;~posiume I will then arral"..ge 
for Prof o 1~~enzel and perhap·s otl1or suitable speakers. 

The ar~angements for sessio:-1s I and II outlined in the tenta
tive schedule have proceeded as follows: 

I. l. 

2. 
J. 
/'. 

-~· r:.: 
..J. 

o. 

II. 7. 
a. 
9 (I 

lOo 
11. 
12. 

Hynek ~ep~-~~; H..~:.,Lo 3aker (UCLA) also invited; 
Naj Qulntanella (USiu':") also invited; NICAP representative 
also invited. 
r<arko\rltz invited.; ;.~er:z~l tentatively ~~_P-te4_ 
A psychologist is still nGedcd 
z-:cDonald invited 
Klass a.9_~-~p~ed, Powers _a~_c;;~p~c_d,, W.Ko Hartmann (Univ. 0£ 

Arizona) also invited 
Arnold r,tcLain (Ent All' Base, Colo) invited as NORAY speaker 

Sagan a:~-c~pted 
Stephen Gould (Harvard i<useum of Comp. Zool~) accept_E!_~
Drake a~_~ei=,ted 
Bussard invited 
Friedt1an invited 
T'c.e suir.mary may be replaced by a 30-minute panel discussion 
in the evenin~ scsaiono 



. ···.,, 

:i'iwr n.:.1. i 11 

The 17 speakers a;id panel d.iscuGsions will take a ·total of 
at least S. hours; hence Sa.;an anJ I fool that ·v;e need 2 hours in 
the over.ing as well as 3 in the ~o~nin:; and 4 in the afternoono 

""" ~ 
:g Encl: Symposium Synopsis ... 
6 

i:Q .... 
~ cc: Carl Sagan /' 
~· Naltcr Ber~.,...,, 
~ a F.3. Wood 8 Dael Wolf le 

c.-
0 ' 
~· -w • .... 
~ ~ 
~= 
.~ .,, 
= ;:J ~ 

.. 

Sincerely, 

<L ;_ j'-' ? 'r--
'rhornton Page 
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Ainerican Association 
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, . for thf Advancement of Science 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202) Cable Address: Advanccsci, Washington, 0. C. 

C· 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
National Center for 

Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Dear Walter: 

June 10, 1968 

Your continuing correspondence with Professor Menzel 
is very useful in pinpointing the potential hazards of the AAAS 
Section D/Astronomy symposium on "The Nature and Implication of 
UFO Reports". So that there can be no misunderstanding on plans 
or intentions I am enclosing copies of my file on this subject. 
It is not complete but it may be useful in reconstructing the train 
of eventso 

I have attempted to convey the "AA.AS viewpoint" to both 
Page and Wood, viz: (1) in the absence of the Condon Report, 
nothing basically new has come along recently that can be dis
cussed without repeating well-known positions; (2) if the 
decision is made to go ahead, even in the absence of the Report, 
all major contributors must prepare written statements of their 
remarks well ahead of the meeting to avoid the dangers of mis
understanding and inaccuracies during the discussiono Without 
these safeguards I believe that we will not only have an incon
clusive meeting (which, by itself, is not a unique occurance) but 
in addition, the publicity of this inconclusiveness will do a 
good deal of harmo 

I share Professor Page's viewpoint that we ·should not 
shirk from discussing controversial matters in order to help in 
their resolution~ This is one of our most vital purposes. But 
one has to take great pains to assure that these high expectations 
are met. The outline of the proposed symposium submitted by 
Professor Page shows that he is aware of potential pitfalls •. I 
am sure that he would appreciate any suggestions from people who 
want to be helpful and wish to support his projecto 

·\?.F~ro~ ··S~·\ \· - .. J. ~ft ' . &~\A With best regards, -\~ j . ~-~ tl\r-, ~ ' 

~' /. ~. -i1 l1({~G,;~, 
' • .> _ .~ l ..,.ii W. G. Berl, Editor - ':') 

\ 1~ I' A "V' ~-.J · ~. ~ · AAAS .Annual ~eeting ~· • 

~ -' ~.. v- ' ~ . . . .J'<' . . . \ \ rtt. 
~ _ .. \) \ WGB 1· mlc ~ \\_ ~ _ ,,#'.· ~·.~'ON.tr. e. ~ ~.· ~.< ~ ~~· ~SY" 
\)r"" enc osures ~ fl~ '-\\T'. ~ "'i)JP' \Ji' r~. i t• ' 

1 t DALLAS M~G o DECEMBER 26-31, 1968 
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American Assqciation 
for the Advancement of Science 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Toi Daniel s. Greenberg 
John Walsh 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202) Cable Address: Advancesci, Washington, D. C. 

October 30, 1968 

our claim to greatness in the publication world rests on a reputa• 
tion for objectivity in the presentation and discussion of issues of · 
interest to Science readers. Publication of the lette• by Dan Green• 
bars tn the 25 OCtober.isstie of Science raises qilestions concemtng·two 
·prineiplea I hope you will co~sider. 

One concerns the use of the Letters column by members of the staff. 
The Letters section ta for readers. It gives them an opportunity to com
ment on or cllsagrea with material published earlier. Wben we accept for 
publication a letter that criticizes something that appeared ealln, it 
is our practice to allow the author of the original piece to prepal°e a 
brief rebuttal for sialltaneoue publication. Bad Mr. Boffe7 responded 
in this feahton when the Cc>ndon or Branscomb letters wesie pl'lnted• • 
would have been following ouw usual practice. In aeuesal, however, I 
think 1t unwise for membal's of the staff to use the Letters section. 
(There 1ll8J' sometimes be justifiable exceptions to this nle, but the 
reopening of an old argument. ts not one of them.) 

The mambas of the News and Comment staff and the authors of edi• 
torlala have great freedom to select topics and to write as they please. 
They do not need and should not seek to belabor their critics f.n the 
Letters section. 

The second principle is that criticisms should deal with issues and 
not with personalities. When Greenberg's letter speaks of Condon's 
"hisb•sounding principles in support of his new-found belief'' or refers 
to "the celeatial Bay of Pigs that Condon :ls runnina ln Boulder," he la 
making a pnaonal attack. No statement that Dr. COndon did not always 
act ln-aood faith and no claim that he hoped for a favorable article 1n 
Science and withdrew bis offer of support when the ld!.Q.·article did not 
turn out as badly as anticipated can excuse ou~ bad manners in publish• 
ing the letter. 
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Since Mr. Boffey's piece on the UlO study appeared last sunner* I 
have repeatedly explained that we were not attacking the University of 
Colorado or Dr. Condon, but that we were trying to report a difficult 
and entangled situation. I can no longer make that claim, for in pub
lishing ttie Greenberg lettew, Scf.ttnce has made a personal attack on Dr. 
Condon. 

I hope we can agree on a firm policy to prevent future violation 
of these two principles, and I will appreciate seeing your comments. 

I have discussed this matter with Dr. Abelson and am sending you 
this memorandum with his concurrence. 

Dael Wolfle 

cc: Philip Abels~ 

Walter Orr Roberts i/r bee: 
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Dr. Hudson Hoag land 
The Worcester ~oundation for 

Experimental Biology 
Sbrwsbury, Massachusetts 01565 

Dear Hudson: 

22 September 1969 

Thanks for your letter of September 8th and your comments re
garding the AA.As symposium on UFO's. 

I appreciate your viewpoint, but feel that the symposium plan
ners have clone a conscientious and quite tborouah job of preparing 
a symposium that meets all of the criteria that we usually establish. 
It seems to me quite dangerous to try to shut off expressiona from 
responsible members of the scientific community who want to expreaa 
themselves about this issue. And there awe, in my opinion, quite a 
few people who cannot be put into the eategory of "ernka" or ''nuts" 
who believe that there is something more to be looked into than the 
investigations to date have accomplished. 

To be sure I personally think that they are kiddin& themselves 
about the evidence. And I would not personally place enough priority 
in the organization of my own timetable to couaider it worthwhile to 
pursue. But some do, and have just enough doubts that the studies 
up to now have been sufficiently detailed that I believe we sholld 
give them opportunity to express themselves. 

lt·ia too bad, of course, that the attention to this does attract 
the cranks and the ones who would use the public enthusiasm to their 
own benefit. 

Enclosed is a copy of a letter I wrote in response to !d Condon, 
and.it· gives my reasons for feeling that the symposium is responsibly 
organized, and will be carried through in a dignified fashion befitting 
the meetings of the AAAS. I hope you will attend 1 and I hope you wlll 
not have cause to feel that the sessions have reflected unfavo~ably 
on the Association. This would indeed be unfortunate. 



.. 

--· --···--·- __ _. ·\,;,#--·-- -- --·-r _..,. ... - -- .,, .,., .... 

Agai~ with sincere thanks for your thoughtful and frank letter. 

Very cordially yours, 

Walter Orr Roberts 

P. s. Since I shall be away when this is typed, I have asked my secretary 
to sign this and a1md it along to avoid delay. 

bee: Thornton Page 
Dael Wolfle 

WOil 
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IN REPLY REFER TO: 

Code 'ID 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
UC A R 
P • 0. Box 1170 
Boulder, Colo. 80302 

Dear Walt: 

,.....,.._... _ _ ~ .... .,._.,,.,.,."P ....... , ... ~4£!24 ·-··-

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 

. H OUSTON, TEXAS 77058 

23 Sept 1969 

~· .. _ 

The enclosed let ter, personally addresses, has gone to all the invitees 
of the AAAS General Symposium on UF0 1s. It is a response to Dr. E. U. Condon's 
letter to me dated 19 Sept, which he sent to the invitees and to members of 
the AAAS ·Board. I would llke"the AAAS 'Board to see my letter since it supports 
their action in scheduling the Symposium, and notes as gently as possible the 
welknees of Condon's contention that the Symposium will "harm the AAAS". 

. ' 

A copy of the letter, with a personal note to Condon, has been sent to 
him also. I hope that you can send copies to the Board Members. 

cc: Philip Morrison 
Cul Sagan 

Sincerely, 

'IL-L.. 
Thornton ~age 
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WALTER ORR ROBERTS 
NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH 

BOULDER. COLORADO 8030f2 

19 September 1969 

Dear Donald: 

Sincere thanks for your thoughtful letter expressing 

your concurrence with Ed Condon ln regard to the AAAS 

symposium on the UFO question at the Christmas meeting. I 

agree with many of the points you make; yet, on balance, 

I feel that the kind of symposium we plan is a useful contri-

bution to the public understanding of science, and that 

it fits the AAAS goals and purposes to hold a carefully 

planned and responsibly guided discussion on these topics 

and I hope our symposium will indeed prove to be of such 

character, 

Enclosed is a copy of my response to Ed. I have also 

sat down with Ed to talk things over. He has declined to 

participate, and I respect his viewpoint on this. We do plan, 

however, to eo ahead with the symposium, and will do our 

best to try to get someone to do a good job of presenting 

the Condon Report findings. 

Needless to say, I sincerely hope that the sessions 

we plan will not reflect unfavorably on the AAAS, nor subject 

the· Association to ridicule by reputable scientists, If this 

were so, then we'd have truly done a disservice. 

Best personal wishes, 

Dr. C. D, Shane 
P.O.Box 582 
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

Sincerely, 

.. 

~ .... 
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Dr. Kenneth V. Thimann 
Crown Col1:ege 
University of California 
Santa Cruz, California 95060 

Dear Ken: 

September 12, 1969 

Sylvia Eberhart, who handles book reviews for·science, and I have 
talked about the possibility even at this late date of a review of Ed 
Condon's "A Scientific Study of Unidentified Flying Objects." She has 
problems getting a reviewer for that topic. 

Altho.ugh Science has not published a book review by an outsider, 
in the January 17 issue of Science we published a seven-column-long, 
complimentary, and--! think--quite good account of the study and report 
by Phil Boffey. It cannot be claimed, therefore, that we have not paid 
any.attention to the report. 

The hard-cover edition of the volume has just appeared. That pub
lication gives us a second opportunity to try to get an external book 
reviewer to write a review, and Mrs. Eberhart is willing to do so if 
you or Walt Roberts, to whom I am send~ng a copy of this letter, think 
that desirable. 

Sincerely, 

pael Wolfle 

DW:lp 

cc: Walter Orr Roberts L 
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e. 'D. Shane 
Tost €Jffice ':Bo.X 582 

Santa eruz, Calif omia 
9506o 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts, Chairman 
American Association for the Advancement 

of Science 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 

Dear Walter: 

September 12, 1969 

I am writing to express my complete agreement with the 
contents of Ed Condon's letter to you of September 5, 1969. 
I served on the NAS panel that reviewed the Condon report and 
in the course of our study read it carefully and much of it 
several times. It is an excellent report but does not contain 
material of the sensational nature that appeals to the wide 
audience enjoyed by the UFO enthusiasts. 

Condon's compelling argument against the proposed sympo-
sium is that no reputable scientist is going to waste his time 
in a study that would be necessary to refute the fallacious 
arguments of the UFO buffs in a manner convincing to an uninformed 
public. It would be this public that would receive and accept 
the ·sensational press reports inspired by the UFO enthusiasts' 
presentations. 

I would consider a symposium on UFO's to be in the same 
category as one on astrology, Velikovsky's theories or on any 
one of the many prevalent superstitions. 

It would in my opinion be disastrous for the AAAS to hold 
the proposed symposium and would subject the organization to 
ridicule among reputable scientists. 

Yours sincerely, 

0-tuu.t1 yl~ 
c. D. Shane 

cc: Dr. Condon 

.' iJ; 
,AAJ 
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ 

'BERKELEY • DA VIS • IRVINE • LOS ANGELES • RIVERSIDE • SA~ DIEGO • SAN FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA• SANTA CRUZ 

OFFICE OF THE PRO\'OST 
CROWN COLLEGE 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
American Association for the 

Advancement of Science 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Dear Walter: 

SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA 95060 

September 10, 1969 

After perusing the letter of Condon and his enclosure, my immediate 
reaction is that I taink a review of the Condon report should certainly 
appear in Science. This was after all a thorough job spread over consid
erable time, and of much interest to a number of scientific people. It 
seems to me it wouldcbe only proper for it to be given a full review in 
Science. 

As to the problem of the Symposium, that can of course be discussed 
at the forthcoming meeting, but I do think a book review would be a simple 
mateer, and could be started. Do you agree? 

KVT:mm 

Yours sincerely, 

f p «-«-ell:-o f2,;.,__ '-------' 
Kenneth V. Thimann 
Provost and 
Professor of Biology 

cc: Dr. Dael Wolfle 

19 SEP 1969 

~: ~ a.~ 11.cM-- 0. ~ 
~~,~~~ 

__ , __ · ____ . ~ ~ir~ t ~ ~ ~ 

:tXo ~~-A(,O~~~ 
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; American Association 
for the Advancement of Sc~Cnce 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, .WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202) Cable Address: Advancesci, Washington, D. C. 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
University Corporation for 

Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Dear Walter: 

September 10, 1969 

I have a copy of Ed Condon's letter to you about the symposium on 
unidentified flying objects. I have not replied, but would be glad to 
have for the record here a copy of what you say if you decide to reply 
in writing instead of discussing the matter with him directly or by 
telephone. 

Let me comment on Ed's sentence, "It is interesting and significant 
that Science has not published a formal book review of this study at 
all." I asked Sylvia Eberhart if a review was in the works. There is 
none so far, and she does not know whether there will be. This is one 
of several topics in which she finds it very difficult to locate re-· 
viewers who do not have already well-known favorable or unfavorable 
attitudes. 

Sincerely, 

Dael Wolf le 

DW:lp 

BOSTON MEETING • DECEMBER 26-31, 1969 
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T H E WORCESTER FOUNDATION F 0 R EXPERIMENTAL BIOLOGY 

MASON FERNALD 

Executive Director 

tY/i1leUJ46u1lJI, c/~ach.u&elh O 1 545 

Telephone (617) 842-8921 

HUDSON HOAGLAND, Ph.D., Sc.D. 

President Emeritus 

ROBERT R. HURT 

Director of Administration September B, 1969 

Dear Walter: 

I have just received a copy of Dr. Condon's letter to you with 

the enclosures, and I am in complete agreement with his criticisms of 

the proposed AAAS symposium on UFO tentatively (I hope) planned for 

our Christmas meetings. He bas expressed my views of this matter very 

well indeed. We can only do harm by supporting these charletans and 

deluted people by the prestige of the AAAS in support of such a symposit.m. 

At the time of the discussion of a UFO symposium for the Dallas meetings, 

I expressed my opposition and was relieved that the matter appeared to 

be dropped. I was shocked when I discovered its inclusion on the tentative 

program of the Boston meetings. I feel as badly as I would if we were 

planning a symposium on astrology in which we took the claims of astrologers 

at their face value and invited astronomers to argue with them. In 

justifying a UFO symposium in terms of numbers of believers and interested 

persons is like arguing the merit of claims of astrologers because there 

are 10,000 of them in the u.s. to only 1,000 astronomers! I agree with 

Condon that self-respecting scientists should not dignify a meeting of 

this kind by participating. 

ROY 0. GREEP, Ph.D., Chairman 

E. B. ASTWOOD, M.D. 

SCIENCE ADVISORY BOARD 

KONRAD E. BLOCH, Ph.D. 

OSCAR M. HECHTER, Ph.D. 

SEYMOUR S. KETY, M.D. 

CHARLES W. SHILLING, M.D. 
I -..... _. 
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My editorial in SCIENCE of last February 14 likened the UFO story 

to the histeria over spirit mediums following World War r. Enclosed 

is a copy of this editorial. I see repeated in the emotionalism of· 

believers the same phenomenon as r·encountered in our investigation of 

"Margery" the medium. The article I wrote in the 1925 ATIANTIC MONTHLY 

dealing with her exposure resulted in violent attacks on us investigators, 

including attacks by some scientists who were taken in by her. 

I hope the Board will refuse to allow this absurd symposium to take 

place, dignified by the auspices of the AAAS .• 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
National Center for Atmospheric 

Research 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Copies to: Dr. E. u. Condon 

Sincerely yours, 

Hudson Hoagland 

Dept. of Physics and Astrophysics 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Mr. Dael Wolfle and Mr. Walter Berl 
American Association for the Advancement 

of Science 
1515 Massachusetts Avenue,NW 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

.. 



American Assoc£ation 
for the Advancement of Science 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Area Code 202 J Cable Address: Advancesci, Washington, 0. C. 

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts 
University Corporation for 

Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Dear Walter: 

March 13, 1969 

I seem to be running harder but still losing ground, hence am a 
bit tardy with correspondence. Ed Condon certainly moves quickly, and I 
must say that his reaction to your invitation to attend the BA-AAAS meet
~ng can be likened to that of the camel who sought and received permis
sion from his master to insert his nose into the tent. 

I was not aware of any plans to publish proceedings of this meeting, 
but if there is any likelihood at all that this will be done, I suppose 
we should plan to have all sessions taped, or at least the discussion 
part if speakers will have at hand texts of their talks. Transcribing 
from tape is slow (hence a bit expensive) and the copy is usually not 
much better for editing than is a rough draft, but this is about the 
only way I can think of to get some kind of copy to work with in the 
absence of prepared manuscripts. 

As a procedural matter, the decision to publish or not to publish 
a book under AAAS auspices is usually made by the Committee on Publica
tions, but since this meeting is a special situation for which the Board 
is solely responsible, the Board could certainly make this decision in
dependent of the committee if it chose to do so. The matter of publica
tion by Yale University Press or any other press is an entirely different 
matter, however, and I question whether or not we should establish such 
a precedent now on such short notice and without careful study. Over 
the years the Committee on Publications has regularly turned down offers 
from a number of presses, both university and others, to publish our 
symposium volumes. In fact at the March 18 meeting. the committee will 
consider again a similar proposal from M.I.T. Press. The only unusual 
feature of the M.I.T. proposal is that it comes from the new committee 
member, Carroll Bowen, director of the Press. In any event, I think 
Dr. Condon is jumping the gun a bit. 

If you don't mind I'll ask the Committee on Publications to give an 
opinion on the matter for the use of the Meeting Committee. And the 
committee will have acted on the M.I.T: proposal one way or the other by 
that time. 

BOSTON MEETING • DECEMBER 26-3 1 I 1 969 
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I talked with Dael yesterday, and he asked me to ask you where 
Board members (who will not attend the BA-AAAS meeting) should plan to 
stay while attending the Board meeting in Boulder. I have advised those 
who have asked me ·to plan to be at Boulder no later than mid-afternoon 
on April 19 in order to attend the final reception but did not specify 
a place. I said I thought it would be at the Harvest House Hotel. If 
you have or have not made arrangements for them, please let me know by 
telephone and I'l~ get out a letter. If accommodations are likely to 
be tight, let me know and I can instead call each Board member (except 
those coming for the BA-AAAS meeting) and get specific arrival and 
departure times from each and then make a definite reservation at Har
vest House or elsewhere as you suggest. 

All else is going along swimmingly, but all of us on the staff will 
certainly breathe a collective sigh of relief when Dael returns. My 
only worry is that he may find the life of a professor altogether to his 
liking. 

A last item of business. I polled by telephone the Executive Com
mittee on the election of Lou Battan as Section Secretary for the new 
AAAS Section on Atmospheric and Hydrospheric Sciences and received a 
go-ahead from all except Athel (who is abroad) and from you. Since you 
had earlier indicated your approval, I did not think you would want me 
to ask you again. Lou has accepted, and I am quite satisfied that we 
have an excellent man. He and I are now working on a slate of section 
officers to present to the Executive Committee. I have nominations 
from a number of societies that want to be listed in the new section-
AGU, AAS, AIAA, AMA, and MTS--and Lou and I will do our best to see that 
oceanographers, hydrologists, and aeronomers are represented in the 
Committeemen-at-Large. Our rank order of preference for Vice President 
and Section Chairnian is: Robert White, Tom Malone, and Fred Singer. We 
have a strong preference for either of the first two over the third, but 
think we will have in any case a good officer for the one-year term. We 
are now separately working over Committeeman-at-Large nominations. Some 
names being considered are Malone or White (if we don't get them for the 
#1 slot), Earl Droessler, Ray K. Linsley, David Todd, Max Kohler, Walter 
Munk, Richard Abel, Fred Singer, John Knauss, W. W. Hildreth, and Harris 
B. Stewart. There are, of ·course, a host of possible candidates, but 
I think an initial team of quality can be assembled from these. Terms 
of appointment will vary from 1 to 4 years initially, so that any initial 
para-democratic selection process can be supplanted in part in a year 
by such orderly procedures as the section wishes to employ. 

Sorry to be so windy. 

T. Kabisch 
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cc: Dr. Thornton Page 
ettner 

Walter 0. Roberts 

Dr. J. Allen l~nek 
Northwestern University 
Evanston, Ill. 60201 

Dear Allen: 

PHILIP J. KLASS 
560 "N" STREET, S. W. 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20024 

January 18, 1970 

The big snowstorm in Boston over the Christmas period delayed my arrival 
for the AAAS meeting until the evening of Dec. 26, so I missed the UFO press 
conference held on the morning of Dec. 26. Thus I do not know whether you were 
correctly quoted in the subsequent newspaper articles, such as the one that 
appeared in the Dec. 27 issue of The Boston Globe. 

"The study of 'flying saucers ••• could suffer a serious setback if the Air 
Force destroys the secret portions of 22 years of records of unidentified flying 
objects (UFOs), scientists said here yesterday. Prof. J. Allen Hynek ••• said some 
punched summary cards already had been destroyed. He and a colleague, Prof. 
Thornton Page of Wesleyan University, asked that all UFO records be preserved and 
made non-secret. 11 

This prompted me to initiate a query to the Air Force, at the Pentagon. 
They have advised me by letter that "Since 1953, the results of UFO investigations 
have been unclassified except when it was necessary to restrict information in 
certain cases due to the classified performance aspects of aircraft, radars, etc." 

The Air Force adds: "With the termination of Project Blue Book in December, 
1969, all such records have been declassified. Consequently, the complete. records 
of Project Blue Book are now unclassified and will remain intact in the Air Force 
archives, Maxwell AFB, Alabama." 

mn;:i...c: 
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~;; c= As for the punched summary cards, prepared for Special Report #14 in the ~"" ~ 
0 .., 

early 1950s, these were destroyed six years ago (1963) since all seemingly use- ~ ~· 
ful data had been extracted from them and the original reports were being retained. -~ 

I am therefore writing to ask if the foregoing is at variance with the 
facts as you understand them. 

Your prompt response is requested so that this question can be promptly 
resolved, If corrective measures are needed, or the facts are not as the Air 
Force has stated, this should be brought to the attention of top Air Force 
officials at the soonest possible moment. And if your own Boston alarmist 
statements were in error, the record ought to be set straight promptly. 

Very truly yours, 

6 
00 
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for tbe Ad1'ance111ent of Stic11t--e 

1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVEhlUE, NW, WASHINGTON, D. C., 20005 

Phone: 387-7171 (Arco Code :Z02) Cc:ble Address: Advonccsci, Washington. D. C. 

The Hon. Robert Seamans, Jr. 
Secretary Of the Air Force 
Wash:i.ngton, D .c. 

Dear Mr., Secretary: 

(Sheraton-Boston Hotel) 29 Dec 1969 
;dlJ ~- ,q6? 

_A..t.,._x, \~~ ~r ~ r+ 
~-tr" .£; JO;+ ~ . ti: 0 (¥/,..,~ 

"2-0 [\_ . { ~-blf 
The scient:lsts listsd be low, convcznH.d at a Jeneral Symposium durin~ \the 

Annua.1 ·:1eeting of the Associa M.c:i, undc:Tstand that USA? · F'roj r~ct BLUE BOOK has 
been disco;1 tirmcd i:-1 accO!"dc.r.:.cc wi LL I.r. ::; • U. Go~doa 1 s recorri;11cnda.tioa :i r: the 
Colorado Stndy of UnidentU'ied. flying Obj~ctso We know t!1:it Project BIJJE ?O~K 
accumulatud, over tha past two decades, irreplacible data of great historir.al 
inter•3st and potential value to physica.l and (part:!.cularly) behaviorr.il scientistso 

After two da:;rs' rUscussion of the do.ta involved, the Cclor?.do Study, and 
several proposed flt~d5.c~ :,~r eociologists and psychologists, we formally request 
t.hat you, Hr. Sec:betcry 

(1) Insure that all of the material, b0th classified and unclassified, be preser·vt::d 
without alterF.'tion 0r loss, 

(2) Declassify prom;.>tl:Y all docmr1~nJ::.~ f:i.J.ed by the Aer:i . .::.l Phenomena Sect~.Gn of the 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Basa .~L:.r..:h ur·e clf'.~sifiecl by vil'tue o~ .~'t;'R 20C-l 7 
and A?R rJ0-17, 

(3) ~··tc.ke all the uncla.ssii'fod do~nrnents ave.ilablE": to qualified scientific inv·est1-
eat~n .. s at a more S'..l1.1j!.1.iHe locat:i o:i. t.han the USJu" ~rc!1.~~ves (l-:e reco::1:nend a. 
m .. ~jor universit.y i:J tbe nicl-m::st), and 

(4) Order an annual re-·1iew oi' i:,}:e rc:;:n!li.nj ng classified. docrnrients tn the present filr. 
to d'3termine when the~,. ~.Jr. be J.~classUied w~tl'1out alteration j_n accordance Hi th 
curren·~ t;SAF security procedure. 

My twelve coiLleagues, w~10 n~ceive co;,:d.ss o~ th:!.i> letter, would appreciate 
your favo:rfog us wi:r~}, a replyo I ~flr. dh->tr:l.b~te it to the others if you a.".'h1ress 
· i.t. to Dr. Page, 18639 Foi.nt Lookout ~r:i.ve, Houston, Texas 77058. 

Sincerely, 
--:! --:::> . / ,, ,..._.__ ·L... ' ~;.. ""-..... 

Thornton Page (We~; le~·a.n U :1:Lv,.~rsi ty) 
Chairman, .V .. .AS Special CoT:lmi ttee, for 

Walter Orr Roberts, Retiring Prenident, AAAS 
!i':i:"PP. kHn E, Roach, Uni ve:rf:i ty cf Hawaii 
W:i.llimn E~·rt,r.i.ann, Uni ver-::; ity of Ari zcn::J. 
Lester Gri~wpoon, Harvard llni versi ty 

Dougl~.ss ?rice-Williams, R~.ce Un:!. vcrsi ty 
J. P.llen Hynr.?l:, ~~ort~mestern Uni ve·:- sit~· 

Eobert. Hall, University of Illinob 
Philip Mo1·rison, t!&sso Inst. of Technology 

. James McDonald, University of Arizona 
Carl Sagan, Cornell University 
W~lter Sullivan, T.he !:c-..1 Youk 'Iirnes 
George Kocher, Universit.y of ;, • Ca.l.i.forni.Cl. 

DFUt.-'IBER 26-31, l <;>6<;' 
v~· 
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19 December 1969 

UFO~Symposium 

26 December 1969 Sheraton Plaza Ball Room 2:00 p.m. 

A. I have the honor of opening Symposium on UFO's. 

1. Few recent issues have so stirred the public and scientists. 

a. Distinguished scientists (not to speak of non-scientists also) 
have taken much of their time and energy in an effort to 
understand the persistent reports of exotic objects with 
strange properties and behaviors in the atmosphere. 

b. Some scientists are convinced that these sightings re
present a real scientific problem -- that special efforts 
are justified to explain them. 

c. Others feel that there is not, under detailed scrutiny, 
any solid evidence at all suggesting that important un
explained phenomena are involved in these sightings, let 
alone extra-terrestrial visitors. These scientists con
sider the "sightings" to be misinterpretations of natural 
phenomena by untrained observers, mixed with a substantial 
number of imagined observations .or outright hoaxes. 

d. The largest group of scientists, I suspect, is neutral: 

(1) has not seriously examined the evidence. 

(2) but does not feel, with the priorities before us in 
environmental pollution, medicine, energy source re
search, botany, genetics -- just to name a few areas 
that they want to spend time or money on a problem -
no matter what is the true explanation of the sightings 
that has little prospect of useful scientific payoff. 

e. Harlow Shapley, years ago, took still another view when he 
said he knew what the flying saucers were: they were nothing 
more nor less than flying sea serpents. 

2. Unfortunately, passions have sometimes risen inordinately high 
on both sides of this issue -- to the confusion and distress of 
the public and the.scientific profession. 

a. Many respected scientists, for example, have .felt that AAAS 
was in error if it dignified the UFO's by putting them on 
the program, in this symposium, thus misleading the public 
into new credence in them -- since it would be impossible 
to get a balanced presentation of the subject. 
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b. Others felt that the A.AAS would be guilty of suppression 
of open scientific discussion if it refused to air a 
dignified, balanced, and unfettered discussion at this time. 

B. The Committee, for this symposium, of which I am a member, has taken 
this view: 

1. That serious scientific effort has been committed to evaluation 
of UFO's -- of which the study by the Condon Committee has been 
a prime example. (As most know, this symposium was postponed 
from last year in order that it follow the publication of the 
Condon study.) 

2. That the public understanding of science and its social inter
actions is heavily at atake in controversial issues like the 
UFO one -- and that the boundaries of scientific and non
scientific need explicit discussion -- which will be openly 
presented before the scientific and general public. 

a. The public is interested and concerned over UFO's. 

b. The Condon report has, after NAS review and endorsement, 
been published; some of its recommendations have been adopted. 

c. It is important, at this juncture, to have a balanced, 
responsible, discussion of all aspects of this controversial 
matter. 

d. We expect this symposium to be a useful contribution to 
the public understanding of how science advances, sometimes 
through error and imperfect logic, but ultimately, through 
the inexorable self-correction that characterizes science 
as a human endeavor. 

e. Final answers can't be expected -- but a review of where 
we stand -- yes. To quote Committee Chairman Thornton Page: 

"The symposium is intended to demonstrate the application 
of scientific methodology to a contemporary controversy, 
and to acquaint scientists with the wide variety of facts 
and interpretations." 

We look forward to the session with great anticipation. 

The End 



Dr. Walter 0. Roberts 

PHILIP J. KLASS 
560 "N" STREET. S. W. 

WASHIN°GTON, 0. C. 20024 

Univ. Corp.· for Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Dear Dr. Roberts: 

October 11, 1969 

I write as a brief acquaintance (we once shared adjoining seats on a 
flight east and talked sun-spots), as a member of AAAS, and as one who has 
devoted more than three years of intensive research and on-the-scene investi
gation to the subject of UFOs. (Perhaps you will recall that I quoted from 
one of your own talks in my book "UFOs--Identified", published last year.) 
In brief, I write as amicus curiae, knowing that it may well be too late. 

At a time when the fantasy of extraterrestrial visitors is at its low
est ebb since UFOs were "discovered" in 1947, at a time when the USAF is 
about to close down its Project Blue Book UFO office and get out of the busi
ness, at a time when newspapers no longer report a UFO sighting with bold 
headlines on page l (and in a subsequent issue bury the explanation of the 
sighting as a misidentification or hoax), at this time especially it pains 
me to find that AAAS will lend its prestige to pumping new life into this 
pseudo-scientific fantasy. 

It pains me even more that so respected a name as yours has become one 
of the principal advocates of the AAAS symposium on UFOs. 

If you could read only a few of the many hundreds of letters I have 
received and personally answered during the last three years. You would 
find some from people who are afraid to walk the streets at night--not 
because of crime--but for fear they might be abducted by the crew of a flying 
saucer, as alleged by the Barney Hills of Portsmouth, N.H. 

You would find correspondence with a young woman in Florida whose in-laws, 
after 25 years there, fell under the spell of "Dr." Dan Fry, whose honorary 
PhD comes from a London diploma mill and wh·o claims to have flown in a flying 
saucer from New Mexico to New York, and that they land at his ranch in Oregon 
where he sells real estate. The in-laws have sold a small fortune in real 
estate and moved to Oregon to be near Fry and, I am told, to help finance a 
radio-TV station to be used to broadcast the wisdom of the space people to 
earthlings. 

If you could read the dozens of letters from young students who think 
they are pursuing science when they read and accept as gospel all of the 
"garbage"--the gross distortions of fact and outright falsehood--which fill 
most UFO books and articles, then perhaps you could better understand my 
feelings. 

At a time when legitimate science is having difficulty in obtaining 
needed funds for worthwhile programs, I am pained that the AAAS is providing 
a forum which will seek to generate public pressures to divert available funds 
for a multi-million dollar, or even larger UFO investigation effort • 

.. - .. I J..- /'\ / .•·} • }.,• /--. •."} 
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Dr. Walter 0. Roberts -2- Oct. 11, 1969 

Dr. James E. McDonald, in a published version of his talk on Jan. 26, 
1968, to the United Aircraft Research Laboratories, has called for a UFO 
program which initially would cost "a few tens of millions of dollars." 

After this initial study, McDonald seeks "the deployment on a global 
basis of an adequate network of new UFO sensors ••• " McDonald estimates 
the cost at "billions of U.S. dollars per year." But he adds that this 
could prove to be "a small price to pay for clarification of such a pro
foundly important issue." 

McDonald is one of the most effective spokesmen for the extraterres
trial hypothesis and will, I presume, be a member of the AAAS panel. 
But since he adjusts his conunents to his audience, I doubt that he will 
be so bold in calling for so extravagant an effort before an AAAS audience. 

McDonald is a prolific speaker and has had the opportunity to present 
the evidence in behalf of his extra-terrestrial hypothesis to every import
ant governmental scientific agency. He also has spoken to engineers and 
scientists of every major technical society and most major corporate 
research centers. 

What has been the response of the scientific conununity to the best 
evidence that the most effective spokesman for this hypothesis could muster? 
By McDonald's own admission: "I have met with little response." (Speech 
in Washington on June 3, 1968.) 

He added: "There is now little hope of· getting the problem under top
level scientific scrutiny until a science-oriented Congressional conunittee 
holds a searching inquiry into the entire UFO problem." In other words, 
having failed in the traditional scientific approach, McDonald said that 
Congress must intervene to shake the scientific community. 

Two months later, thanks.to a sympathetic Congressman, Ed Roush, 
McDonald and the other extraterrestrial proponents got their wish. 
The six scientists invited to speak at Roush's UFO symposium did not include 
a single critic of the extraterrestrial hypothesis and most of the scientists 
selected were outspoken proponents. Only one participant, Carl Sagan, had 
sufficient sense of fairness to point out that the Congressmen were hearing 
only one side of the question. 

The 250-page proceedings of this carefully loaded "hearing" has been 
published and widely distributed through the Government Printing Office, 
and forms the basis of a recent hard-caver book by UFO author John G. Fuller. 

Certainly the UFO proponents can hardly claim th~t ~hey have not had 
an opportunity to present their case to the scientific connn\Jnity and to the 
public. If any viewpoint has not been given fair hearing, it is those of 
their critics. 

McDonald and Allen Hynek like to invoke "21st Century science" in their 
arguments for extraterrestrial visitors. I have no doubt that 21st Century 
science will indeed find the UFO mystery of interest--much as today we view 
with interest the "animal magnetism" of Mesmer and the "N-Rays" of Blondlot. 
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Dr. Walter O. Roberts -3- Oct. 11, 1969 

The scientists of the 21st Century will understand how a handful of 
otherwise competent scientists, who have strayed outside their field of 
expertise, could unwittingly practice what Dr. Irvin Langmuir has called 
"Pathological Science" -- the science of things that simply ain't so. 

I wonder, however, if they will be so tolerant of organized science's 
seeming eagerness to provide a public platform which encourages the practices 
of pathological science--especially when it threatens to divert sorely needed 
funds from legitimate science? 

Cordially, 


